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Measurements were taken of the vortex system that results
from the interaction between a stator blade tip and the
approaching endwall boundary layer in a linear cascade of
controlled-dif fusion compressor stator blades. Measurements
were taken at Reynolds numbers based on stator blade chord of
240000 and 711000. Total pressure measurements were first
conducted upstream and downstream of the controlled-dif fusion
stator blades. The approaching boundary layer was
characterized and the downstream vortex locations were
approximated. Upstream and downstream three-dimensional
fiber-optic LDV surveys viere then conducted to observe the
velocity profiles of the approaching boundary layer and to map
the location and velocity characteristics of the downstream
vortex system. Results clearly show the effect that the
overall secondary flow in the blade passage has on the
location of the two oppositely rotating vortices. The
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The trend of axial machine design is toward higher blade
loadings and lower aspect ratios which places more emphasis on
endwall effects and tip clearance losses [Ref. 1] . Endwall
effects and tip clearance losses are results of secondary
flows around blade tips and within blade passages. Secondary-
flows are always present in any axial machine in both rotor
and stator sections. Computational modelling of these complex
three-dimensional flows has proven to be very difficult.
There are a number of computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
programs available that model three-dimensional turbomachinery
flows and attempts to predict the losses induced by these
flows have had limited success. A thorough analysis of the
secondary flows must be completed prior to attempting to
refine the present CFD codes for better loss prediction.
Secondary flows are highly complex in nature and require
a full three-dimensional analysis to be fully understood.
This analysis requires full three-dimensional measurement of
the flow field. Data on these flow fields be can acquired
either intrusively or non- intrusively . The two major methods
for acquiring flew field data intrusively are hot wires and
pneumatic probes. Both measuring instruments are able to
acquire extremely accurate data but require extensive
calibration. Furthermore, both instruments will display some
sort of flow field interference that will become more
significant as the distance from the instrument to a solid
surface decreases. Pneumatic probes also have limited utility
in very unsteady flows. One of the primary non- intrusive
measurement techniques is laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV)
,
which will be the focus of this work.
The LDV technique has been used for a number of years now.
A little over a decade ago the first results of using LDV for
three-dimensional flow field measurements were published. One
of the first attempts used a one- component LDV system that
rotated through three different positions to map the three-
dimensional flow field downstream of a set of airfoils in a
non-rectilinear cascade [Ref. 2].
Only within the last six or seven years has three-
dimensional LDV been used specifically for turbomachinery
applications. A two- component LDV system that is able to move
in all three dimensions has been used to measure the three-
dimensional flow field in a radial- inflow turbine scroll [Ref.
3] . A three- component LDV system has been used with off-axis
backscatter to measure the three-dimensional flow field in the
rotor blade passage of an axial- flow compressor [Ref. 4] .
Most recently a three -component LDV system was used to measure
the unsteady flow field in the rotor of a radial- inflow
turbine [Ref . 5] .
This wo^k will focus on the secondary flow that exists
downstream of a set of controlled-dif fusion stator blades in
a linear cascade. A three- component fiber-optic LDV system
was used to map the flow field. The downstream vortices
result from the interaction between the endwall boundary layer
and the stator blade tips, as illustrated in Figure 1. There
is no tip clearance gap associated with this linear cascade.
The endwall boundary layer flow approaching the leading edge
of each blade in the cascade separates and rolls up into the
familiar horse-shoe vortex found around all blunt obstacles
standing out of a shear flow. The leg of the vortex on the
suction side is moved spanwise away from the endwall by the
secondary flow in the passage. The leg of the vortex on the
pressure side is convected across the passage to join the
suction surface of an adjacent blade so that the endwall
suction surface corner has two vortices rotating in opposite
directions [Ref . 6]. Measurements were made upstream and
downstream of the controlled-dif fusion blades using both a 20
hole pneumatic rake probe and the three- component fiber-optic
LDV system. Measurements were made at two different Reynolds
numbers, the low Reynolds number having no inlet boundary
layer control and the high Reynolds number with upstream









Figure 1. Development of Vortical Flow Within
Blade Passages
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
A. SUBSONIC LINEAR CASCADE
The NPS cascade wind tunnel test facility is shown is
Figure 2. A thorough description of the facility, test
section and controlled-dif fusion blading is contained in
Reference 7 [Ref . 7] . Figure 3 is a cross section of the
cascade tunnel and shows the position where seed particles
were introduced in the tunnel for LDV measurements. Figure 4
shows the controlled-dif fusion blade profile. There were 20
blades in the test section.
B. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION
1. Pneumatic Probe Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
A 20 hole pneumatic rake probe was utilized for total
pressure data surveys. There were 17 total pressure ports,
one static pressure port and two yaw ports on the probe. For
details on the probe construction and calibration see Webber's
March 1993 master's thesis [Ref. 8].
Data acquisition and processing was done using an
existing Hewlett Packard system. The programs for the system
were developed by Classick in 1989, who also fully described
the hardware [Ref. 9] . The only change made for this work was








Figure 2. NPS Cascade Wind Tunnel Test Facility






















































Figure 4. Controlled-Dif fusion Blade Geometry
number 2 in the original system. Figure 5 shows a schematic
of the data acquisition hardware- Classick's original ACQUIRE
data acquisition program was modified for application in this
work and the complete software modification is described in
Appendix A.
2. LDV Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
The LDV system utilized for this work was a TSI three-
component fiber-optic system. There were four major
subsystems to this system: laser and optics, data acquisition
system, traverse table and seeding. Figure 6 is a photograph
of the LDV system. Figure 7 is a photograph of the laser and
optics
.
a. Laser and Optics
A five Watt Lexel model 95 Argon ion laser was used
as the laser source. The laser was operated in the multi-line
mode and was aligned to fire directly into a multicolor beam
separator. The multicolor beam separator, a TSI model 9201
Colorburst, takes the beam from the laser source and splits it
into two separate beams. One beam is passed through a Bragg
cell to allow frequency shifting on that beam. Both beams are
then passed through a prism for color separation. The
Colorburst produces three pairs of beams: green (514.0 nm)
,
blue (488.0 nm) and violet (476.5 nm) . The six beams are then
reflected vertically into six fiber-optic couplers. A coupler























Figure 5. Pneumatic Rake Probe Data Acquisition System
10
Figure 6. LDV System
11
Figure 7 . Laser and Optics
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transmitting fiber-optic line and focus the beam waist at the
end of the fiber. The polarization of the six individual
laser beams is completed within the Colorburst and they are
polarized in the same direction. The transmitting fiber-optic
lines are formed into an elliptical shape by an extrusion
process at the time of manufacture. The polarization
direction of the laser beam at the coupler exit must be
aligned with the semi-major axis of the transmitting fiber-
optic line for polarization preservation in the fiber-optic
line. If it is not aligned with the semi-major axis then the
polarization direction will change all the way along the
transmitting fiber-optic line. There are six transmitting
fiber-optic lines in the system. Four are for the two-
component probe and two are for the one- component probe.
Final polarization direction of each beam is set by the
manufacturer by twisting the transmitting fiber-optic lines
and gluing them into place. Each time the system is
disassembled, transported and reassembled the polarization
directions should be checked at the exit of the couplers and
at the exit of the probes. The probes separate the beams by
50 mm and the final lens focuses the beams of similar colors
onto a point at a focal distance of 349.8 mm. The probes are
83 mm in diameter.
13
Jb. Data Acquisition
Scattered light from the seed particles is
collected by each 83 mm probe and fed back to a TSI model 9230
Colorlink via a return fiber-optic line. The feedback signal
from the one- component probe is sent through a violet filter
and then to a photomultiplier tube within the Colorlink. The
feedback signal from the two- component probe has the green
beam separated from it, with a refracting mirror, and that
green light goes through a green filter to a photomultiplier
tube. The un-refracted beam is directed through a blue filter
to a third photomultiplier tube. The Colorlink contains all
the components necessary to collect the scattered light and
complete the downmixing. The downmixed signals from the
Colorlink are then sent to three separate TSI model 1990C
counter- type signal processors. The counters will determine
which signals are valid according to the settings that the
user has chosen. The signals from the counters are fed to an
IBM PC-AT via an MI-990 multichannel interface. TSI's FIND
version 3.5 was installed on the IBM PC-AT and was used to
process the Doppler signals.
c. Traverse Table
The two fiber-optic probes were mounted on an "I"
beam attached to a traverse table that was capable of moving
600 mm in all three directions. The traverse table power
supply, with digital readout, was controlled by the FIND 3.5
14
software via an RS-232 connection or it could be controlled
manually. Figure 8 is a photograph of the traverse table and
its power supply.
d. Seeding
One of the most critical issues in making LDV
measurements is particle seeding. The selection of seeding
material and the location where the seeding particles are
injected into the flow are critical. The seeding particles
must be the correct size, usually about one /nn. , in order to
follow the flow properly, and must be able to scatter the
light from the incident laser beam [Ref . 10] . Seeding
location determines the area downstream in the test section
that will contain enough seed particles to produce a
sufficient data rate for data acquisition. The seeding
source, which is usually a wand, must be located far enough
upstream so that any flow field interference caused by the
wand has time to mix out before the flow enters the test
section.
Olive oil was used as the seeding material for the
present LDV measurements. The seed particle generator was the
same one that Elazar used [Ref. 11]. The average particle
size from the particle generator was 0.9 fim with a standard
deviation of 0.45 fiva. Seeding material was injected into the
flow upstream of the inlet guide vanes as shown in Figure 3
.
15




A. CASCADE TUNNEL SET-UP AND PNEUMATIC RAKE PROBE SURVEYS
The inlet guide vanes on the cascade tunnel were set for
an inlet flow angle, @ lt of 44.4 degrees as measured from the
vertical. The tunnel was modified to include boundary layer
suction slots located approximately 17 inches upstream of the
leading edges of the controlled-dif fusion blades. Webber
described the details of the boundary layer suction slots and
their performance [Ref. 8]. The first surveys were taken at
the slowest speed of the tunnel with no boundary layer
suction. The Reynolds number based on blade chord, Re c , was
240000 for these surveys. This would allow the largest
vortices to develop downstream of the controlled-dif fusion
blades. This was a test to determine whether the pneumatic
rake probe and the LDV system could resolve the vortical flow
prior to proceeding with higher inlet velocities. It was also
an investigation into the periodicity of the downstream three-
dimensional vortical flow in the endwall region. The valves
to the suction plenum were completely closed and portions of
the suction slots were taped off to prevent any flow
interference with the developing boundary layer. Pneumatic
rake probe surveys were conducted in a traverse slot located
nine inches axial ly upstream of the controlled-dif fusion
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blades. The pneumatic rake probe spanned all ten inches of
the cascade tunnel. Total pressure measurements were obtained
every half inch for five inches. Total pressure gradients
were analyzed to determine the size of the boundary layer
approaching the controlled-dif fusion blades. Total pressure
measurements were also taken downstream of the controlled-
diffusion blades in a traverse slot located 15 inches from the
trailing edges of the blades. Measurements were obtained
every quarter of an inch for 4.5 inches. Minimums in the
total pressure readings were expected to denote the locations
of the centers of the vortices at the downstream survey
position. Periodicity in the total pressure profiles could be
examined since the measurement length was larger than the
blade spacing of three inches. A second set of pneumatic rake
probe surveys was completed by Webber at a test section total
pressure of 10.4 inches of water gauge and a boundary layer
suction setting of 20 inches of water below atmosphere [Ref.
8] . These were the tunnel conditions used for the second set
of downstream LDV measurements.
B. LDV SET-UP AND SYSTEM VALIDATION
The LDV components were set-up in accordance with the TSI
instruction manuals. Figure 9 shows the connections between
the system components. All components, except for the model
1990C processors, were capable of being controlled by the user

































Figure 9. LDV System Layout
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gave good step-by- step directions for system assembly but some
system checks are included here for future operators. Once
the laser is aligned into the Colorburst the polarization
directions must be checked at all six beam exits of the
Colorburst to ensure proper operation of the Colorburst.
During the focusing of the laser beams through the couplers on
the fiber-optic ends, the total laser input power to the
Colorburst must not exceed 500 mW. If the 500 mW input power
is exceeded and the laser beam is striking the fiber-optic
surface off center there is a possibility that the laser beam
will melt the adhesive that holds the fiber-optic in place and
the adhesive will form a coating over the end of the fiber-
optic line. If this happens the system user will never attain
the 50%- transmitting fiber-optic power efficiency. The fiber-
optic line ends must be polished to remedy this situation.
The LDV system was operated here without a collimator between
the laser and the Colorburst . Consequently the laser beam
input to the Colorburst and the laser beams exiting from the
Colorburst had relatively wide beam diameters . This made the
final coupling procedure particularly difficult. When using
a laser power meter during the final coupling process more
than one peak power spot may be evident. Care must be taken
to methodically determine which peak transmits the maximum
power. At the beginning of the final coupler adjustments the
difference in the peak power spots may be in the vicinity of
a fiW. The polarization out of the 83 mm probes must be
20
the 83 mm probes must be checked to ensure that a proper
fringe pattern will result from beam crossing. During the LDV
system set -up it was discovered that one pair of beams was
misaligned in polarization direction. There was a difference
of about 40 degrees in polarization direction between the two
beams. At this point polarization stability was checked.
While observing the polarization direction from one of the
beams out of the probe, the fiber-optic line at the coupler
was perturbed. If the fiber was loose within the coupler the
polarization direction would constantly change. No
polarization direction change was observed and the probe was
sent back to TSI for repair. The fringes themselves could not
be observed because the Bragg cell could not be rotated out of
the system, unlike in standard optic systems. If the probes
are not used for an extended period of time, or are
transported over a considerable distance, the focal length of
the receiving fiber must be checked to ensure that it is
focusing at the transmitting beam crossing. This process
involves removing the back end of the probe and attaching a
fiber-optic coupling line that allows the transmission of
laser light from one of the couplers on the Colorburst,
through the receiving fiber, and out of the probe. All laser
beams exiting the probe must be directed through a microscopic
objective to determine the beam crossing point and the
receiving fiber focal length. This procedure was used to
identify a bad receiving fiber in the two- component probe.
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After the probes were mounted on the "I" beam of the traverse
table, the beam crossing had to be checked. For this work,
the probes were pointed 30 degrees from the perpendicular to
the window. Figure 10 shows the probe orientation and the
coordinate system used for the experiment . To check beam
crossing the microscopic objective must be used. Turn off the
violet beams and fix all the adjustments on the two - component
probe. Project the beams from the two -component probe into
the microscopic objective and move the traverse table until
the beam crossing point of the four beams is found. Turn off
the green beams and turn on the violet beams. Use the
adjustments on the one -component probe mount to adjust the
focal point of the violet beams, and also to adjust the beam
crossing point so that it overlaps the beam crossing point of
the blue beams. A minimum of 80% overlap is required for data
acquisition in the coincidence mode. Turn the green beams
back on. The last step prior to commencing data acquisition
is establishing the experimental coordinate system. Once the
test section window is flush with the cascade tunnel walls,
hang the aligning tool between blades seven and eight and
ensure that it is up against the back of the test section
window. Figure 11 is a drawing of the alignment tool that
Elazar had built [Ref. 11] . The second central hole from the
top was modified to allow alignment of the probe volume from
probes that are mounted 3 degrees from the perpendicular to
22
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Figure 11. Aligning Tool
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the test section window. Use manual traverse control to align
the probe volume at the pin hole and push all three relative
home buttons on the traverse power supply.
Turn the local traverse control off and establish computer
control of the traverse table. Move the table to: x=-38.1
mm, y=-31.8 mm and z=21.996 mm. This moves the measurement
volume to the center of the trailing edge of blade seven. Now
select the relative home option on all three axes in the
traverse table menu of FIND 3.5. This will zero out the
distance indicators and establish the tunnel origin. When
conducting surveys close to the test section window, the
window will require cleaning about every two surveys. After
window cleaning, the following items need to be completed
prior to recommencing data acquisition: refine the focus of
the Colorburst output beams on the transmitting fiber-optic
lines and recheck the beam crossing of the two probes and
adjust if necessary. When the window does not require
cleaning between surveys, move the measurement volume to the
first point of the next survey and select the real time
histogram option on the data acquisition menu. This is
required to check the coincidence data rate to ensure that the
beam crossing is adequate.
Control of the traverse table has one anomaly that needs
to be mentioned. Once computer control of the traverse table
is accomplished a switch to manual traverse control cannot be
accomplished simply by pressing the local control button. The
25
power switch on the back of the traverse table power supply
needs to be cycled to establish manual traverse control. Once
the power switch is cycled, all three distance indicators on
the power supply become zero. In order to preserve the
measurement volume alignment, use computer control to move the
traverse table to the origin prior to cycling the power switch
to establish manual control. Computer control can be
established anytime the local control button on the traverse
table power supply is off.
System validation was completed by a comparison between
the fiber-optic LDV system and a standard optic system that
was already installed on the cascade tunnel, as described by
Murray [Ref . 12] . The fiber-optic probes were mounted
perpendicular to the window of the test section and data were
collected from each probe focussed at the same point in the
flow field upstream of the controlled-dif fusion blades. The
standard optic system was also used to collect data at the
same point in the flow field. Both fiber-optic probes agreed
with the standard optic system to within five percent. The
standard optic system was removed and the traverse table for
the fiber-optic system was installed. The probes were mounted
on the traverse table "I" beam pointing 30 degrees off the
perpendicular to the test section window. The optics window
in FIND 3.5 contained an on-axis velocity computation mode.
Two pairs of beams could be used to measure velocity
components that were in the same plane but not necessarily
26
normal to each other. The angular settings for off -axis
measurements through the window were set in this mode. The
angular settings were used by the software, in a coordinate
transformation, to determine the magnitudes of the two
perpendicular velocity components in the plane. There was
also a rotation and tilt feature so the software coordinate
system could be matched to the experimental coordinate system.
Settings for this work in the on-axis computation mode were
+30 degrees for the two- component probe and -30 degrees for
the one component probe. The software coordinate system was
rotated +90 degrees to match the experimental coordinate
system. The same point in the flow field was used to compare
velocity computations in the on-axis mode. Results were
within two percent of the measurements that were conducted
perpendicular to the test section window.
C. LDV SURVEYS
LDV surveys were conducted both upstream and downstream of
the controlled-dif fusion blades. The origin of the test
section coordinate system was set at the center of the
trailing edge radius of blade number seven. Elazar developed
standard LDV survey stations based on the y coordinate [Ref.
11] . Figure 12 shows the LDV surveys stations. Station 1 was
used for the upstream surveys and station 19 was used for the
downstream surveys.
27
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Figure 12. Surveys Stations Between Blades Seven
and Eight for LDV Measurements
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The first set of LDV surveys were taken at a Re
c
of
240000. The test section total pressure, as read from a
Prandtl probe, was 1.2 inches of water gauge. Upstream
surveys were conducted at station 1 every half inch in the
pitchwise direction with x ranging from minus three to two
inches. The y coordinates for the pitchwise surveys were:
4.0, 2.5, 1.5, 0.75 and 0.25 inches. Downstream surveys were
taken at station 19 every quarter of an inch in the pitchwise
direction with x ranging from minus one to four inches. The
y coordinates for the downstream surveys were: 4.0, 2.5, 2.0,
1.5, 1.125, 0.75, 0.50 and 0.25 inches. Data were acquired in
the coincidence mode and frequency shifting of 2 Mhz was
required for the downstream surveys on the green and violet
beams which were measuring velocity components in the
horizontal plane.
A second set of LDV surveys was completed at a Re c of
711000. The test section total pressure for these surveys was
held constant at 10.4 inches of water gauge and a boundary
layer suction level of 20 inches was used. Upstream rake
probe surveys of this flow were completed by Webber [Ref . 8]
.
The matrix of data acquisition points was much finer on these
surveys in an attempt to map a potentially smaller vortex due
to the endwall boundary layer removal. Surveys were completed
at station 19 with x ranging from minus one to two inches at
increments of 0.15 inches. The y coordinates for the
pitchwise surveys were: 2.00, 1.67, 1.33, 1.00, 0.80, 0.60,
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0.40 and 0.25 inches. Frequency shifting of 5 Mhz was
required on the green and violet beams. The frequency
shifting had to be increased to 10 Mhz on the green beams on
the survey closest to the test section window.
D. LDV DATA PROCESSING
The statistical analysis of the LDV data was completed in
the statistics program in FIND 3.5. None of the data
histograms were manually edited and averaging was performed
over 1024 data points at each measurement location. Figure 13
is an example of a histogram that was produced from the LDV
raw data by the statistics program in FIND 3.5. The data at
the Re c of 711000 were processed using the refinement bounds
set at plus or minus two standard deviations. This means that
all the statistics for these surveys are based on data that
are within two standard deviations of the mean. The survey
data were then transferred to ASCII files that were edited
using LOTUS123. The LOTUS editing consisted of the deletion
of unnecessary data and the formatting of the data into files
that could be read by a FORTRAN code. These files were then
assembled into two large data files and formatted by the
FORTRAN program into spatial coordinate and velocity
information files which were to be read into PLOT3D. The data
from these files were then plotted using PLOT3D on a Silicon
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Figure 13. Histogram from FIND 3.5 Statistical Program
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. UPSTREAM PNEUMATIC RAKE PROBE DATA
The inlet flow was nearly uniform near mid- span as shown
by Figures 14 and 15. Port 12 (Figure 14) on the pneumatic
rake probe is the total pressure port closest to the center of
the rake at one inch off center. The slight nonuniformity in
the coefficient of pressure, Cp , is due to the wakes from the
inlet guide vanes not being fully mixed out prior to reaching
the upstream traverse slot. The five inch pitchwise traverse
location covers the inlet flow to the passage between blades
seven and eight where all the LDV data were acquired. Figure
15 shows the spanwise Cp distribution at a position that was
in the middle of the blade passage upstream of blades seven
and eight. The approaching boundary layer was about 2.5 or
3.0 inches thick at this position which was nine inches
upstream of the blade leading edge. Figures 16 through 21
depict the non-uniformity of the Cp distribution within the
turbulent boundary layer itself. All the tabulated Cp values
are presented in Apperdix C.
B. DOWNSTREAM PNEUMATIC RAKE PROBE DATA
Downstream pneumatic rake probe data were used to check
for flow periodicity and to approximate the location of the
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Figure 15. Upstream Spanwise Pressure
Distribution for Station 6
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Figure 16. Upstream Pitchwise
Pressure Distribution






0.09375 Inches from the
North Wall
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Figure 18. Upstream Pitchwise
Pressure Distribution
0.21875 Inches from the
North Wall
Figure 19. Upstream Pitchwise
Pressure Distribution
0.46875 Inches from the
North Wall
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Figure 20. Upstream Pitchwise
Pressure Distribution
0.96875 Inches from the
North Wall
Figure 21. Upstream Pitchwise
Pressure Distribution




Figure 22. Downstream Pitchwise
Pressure Distribution
6.0 Inches from the
North Wall
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flow. The data are taken again from port 12. Blade trailing
edges are located at 19.5 and 22.5 inches in this plot.
Figures 21, 23 and 24 show the pitchwise C distributions for
ports six, seven and eight. Their respective positions on the
rake were at 1.46875, 2.0 and 3.0 inches from the wall. The
minimums in Cp are points that are within wakes, which contain
the vortex system. The Cp minimums show the distortion of the
wake since the pitchwise location of each minimum changes with
every total pressure port on the rake probe. The outlet
tailboards of the cascade were set at four degrees deviation
angle and the distance from the blade trailing edges to the
traverse slot was nine inches. The measured mid- span
deviation angle from the blade trailing edges at the traverse
slot was 3.2 degrees.
C. UPSTREAM LDV DATA WITH REC=24 0000
Upstream LDV data were acquired at station 1 at the same
x coordinate intervals as the pneumatic rake probe surveys.
Figures 25 through 27 show that the flow one inch from the
center of the test section is almost strictly two-dimensional.
Any deviation from two dimensionality during this survey may
be attributable to vorticity production from the inlet guide
vanes or the seeding wand. The seeding wand was cylindrical,
and in a uniform flow it would shed vortices. Figures 28
through 33 show a nonuniform velocity distribution that
increases in nonuniformity as the distance to the test
38
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Figure 23. Downstream Pitchwise
Pressure Distribution
2.0 Inches from the
North Wall
Figure 24. Downstream Pitchwise
Pressure Distribution
3.0 Inches from the
North Wall
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Figure 25. Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Pitchwise Velocity 4.0 Inches
from the Endwall at Station 1
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Figure 26. Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Spanwise Velocity 4.0 Inches
from the Endwall at Station 1
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Figure 27 Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Axial Velocity 4.0 Inches
from the Endwall at Station 1
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Figure 28. Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Pitchwise Velocity 0.75 Inches
from the Endwall at Station 1
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Figure 29. Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Spanwise Velocity 0.75 Inches
from the Endwall at Station 1
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Figure 30. Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Axial Velocity 0.75 Inches
from the Endwall at Station 1
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Figure 31. Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Pitchwise Velocity 0.25 Inches
from the Endwall at Station 1
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Figure 32. Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Spanwise Velocity 0.25 Inches
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Figure 33. Inlet Pitchwise Survey of the
Axial Velocity 0.25 Inches
from the Endwall at Station 1
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section window decreases. These two surveys were conducted
within the turbulent boundary layer. As the distance from the
test section window was decreased, keeping the pitchwise
dimension constant, the magnitude of the total velocity vector
decreased, as would be expected in a turbulent boundary layer.
D. DOWNSTREAM LDV DATA WITH REC=24 0000
Downstream LDV surveys were conducted at station 19. The
length of the surveys extended one inch either side of a blade
passage. This allowed a check of flow periodicity. A total
of eight spanwise LDV surveys were conducted downstream for a
finer data grid. The expected results were the velocity
characteristics of a clockwise rotating vortex as viewed from
the top of the test section. The primary characteristics for
identification of the vortex boundaries were spanwise changes
in the sign of the u velocity component and pitchwise changes
in the sign of the v velocity component. Figures 34 and 35
show a significant change in sign of the u velocity component
as the distance from the test section window was decreased
from 0.75 inches to 0.50 inches. Figure 36 shows that the v
velocity component changed sign from positive to negative and
back to positive from the pressure side of one blade to the
suction side of the next. Figure 37 is a sketch of the
overall secondary flow that exists within a blade passage.
Figure 38 is a velocity field plot of the u and v velocity
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Figure 34. Downstream Pitchwise Survey of
the Pitchwise Velocity 0.75
Inches from the Endwall at
Station 19
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Figure 35. Downstream Pitchwise Survey of
the Pitchwise Velocity 0.5
Inches from the Endwall at
Station 19
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Figure 36. Downstream Pitchwise Survey of
the Spanwise Velocity 0.75





Figure 37. Secondary Flow
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Figure 38. Velocity Field in the Exit Plane at
Station 19
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the result of the vortex flow from the endwall boundary layer
- blade interaction, and the overall secondary flow. The
scale for this plot is x ranging from -40 mm to 140 mm and y
ranging from mm to 120 mm. Blade trailing edges are located
at x=0 mm and x=76.2 mm and the test section window is along
the x axis. The velocity vectors are scaled by a factor of
1.5 times their magnitude. The maximum velocity in the plot
is 5.16 m/sec. The clockwise rotating vortices are evident
and the plot also shows the periodicity of the clockwise
rotating vortex.
Figure 39 is a plot of the z component of vorticity [Ref
.
13] . The scale for this plot is x ranging from -40 mm to 160
mm and y ranging from mm to 140 mm. The clockwise rotating
vortices have been pushed out over the blade trailing edges
and remain close to the test section window. A vortex located
in a transverse flow will experience lift. This is the
situation that is evident in Figure 39, which shows the result
of the interaction between the overall secondary flow (Figure
37) with the vortex flow (Figure 1) . The clockwise rotating
vortex will experience a lift force toward the test section
window and hence remain close to the endwall. The
counterclockwise rotating vortex forms along the suction side
of the blade. The overall secondary flow parallel to the test
section window interacts with this counterclockwise rotating
vortex and produces a lift force that moves the vortex away
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Figure 39. Z-Component of Vorticity in the Exit
Plane at Station 19
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secondary flow then turns along the blade toward mid- span
(Figure 37) . The interaction of the overall secondary flow
with the counterclockwise rotating vortex, which has been
displaced along the blade, now produces a lift force that
displaces the vortex into the blade passage. The
counterclockwise rotating vortex has therefore been pushed
away from the window and into the blade passage.
E. DOWNSTREAM LDV DATA WITH REC=711000
Downstream LDV surveys were conducted at station 19 at a
Reynolds number of 711000. The length of the pitchwise
surveys allowed mapping of the flow field across one blade
space. Figures 40 through 45 display the results for the four
pitchwise surveys closest to the test section window. Due to
the increased inlet flow velocity the vortex system downstream
was expected to be much smaller in size. The same criteria
for identifying the vortex boundaries were used for this data
set. The u velocity component changes sign between 0.60 and
0.40 inches from the test section window as shown in Figure
40. Figure 42 shows a sign change in the v velocity
component
.
Figures 41, 43 and 45 are standard deviation plots which
indicate turbulence intensity. FIND 3.5 will plot measured
turbulence intensities but they are referenced to the
magnitude of the local velocity component. This makes for
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Figure 40. Downstream Pitchwise Surveys of
the Pitchwise Velocity at
Various Distances from the
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Figure 41. Standard Deviation of the
Pitchwise Velocity at Various
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Figure 42. Dowiistream Pitchwise Surveys of
the Spanwise Velocity at
Various Distances from the
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Figure 44. Downstream Pitchwise Surveys of
the Axial Velocity at Various
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Figure 45. Standard Deviation of the Axial
Velocity at Various Distances
from the Endwall at Station 19
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v velocity components. A better measure for turbulence
intensity would be to reference them to the total magnitude of
the inlet velocity.
Figure 46 is a plot of the downstream velocity field in
the x-y plane. The x axis scale ranges from -40 mm to 60 mm
with the test section window lying along the x axis. The y
axis scale ranges from mm to 70 mm. Velocity vectors are
scaled by a factor of 0.5 in this plot. The maximum velocity
magnitude in this velocity field in 11.4 m/sec. The clockwise
rotating vortex is very evident in this figure. Figure 47 is
a plot of the z component of vorticity. This plot has the
same scaling as Figure 46. A blade trailing edge is located
at mm. The clockwise rotating vortex has been pushed closer
to the test section window by the secondary flow when compared
to Figure 39. The size of the vortex is also much smaller as
can be expected at this higher Reynolds number. The
counterclockwise rotating vortex is about the same distance
away from the window but it is slightly closer to the blade
surface when compared to Figure 39. The plot also shows that
the counterclockwise rotating vortex has been significantly
distorted into two counterclockwise rotating cells. There are
also some weak secondary vortices further out in the blade
passage away from the window. Figure 48 is a plot of the
axial velocity component at station 19 for other pitchwise
surveys further away from the endwall. If a comparison is
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Figure 47. Z-Component of Vorticity in the Exit
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Figure 48. Downstream Pitchwise Surveys of
the Axial Velocity at Various
Distances from the Endwall at
Station 19
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inches and Y=0.6 inches from Figure 44 and Y=2.00 inches from
Figure 48 the maximum deficit points will not form a
straightline . This is most probably as a result of the two
counter-rotating vortices interacting with each other.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A three- component LDV system with traverse was
successfully set-up and used to obtain measurements of three-
dimensional viscous effects in a compressor cascade. The
validation of fully three-dimensional CFD analysis of cascade
flows should eventually lead improved methods for
turbomachinery design. Current axial machine design methods
are based on largely two-dimensional empirical data, such as
given in NASA SP-36 [Ref . 14] . Three-dimensional viscous flow
analysis should lead to better loss predictions and therefore
to more efficient turbomachine designs.
The upstream LDV surveys showed the inlet flow to be
nearly two-dimensional. The slight nonunif ormity of the inlet
flow may be attributable to vorticity production from either
the inlet guide vanes or the seeding wand.
The results of the downstream LDV surveys nearly matched
pre -experiment expectations. The counter rotating vortices
were produced by the endwall boundary layer and blade tip
interaction. The downstream vortices must be approximately
the same strength. If one vortex was dominant it would
consume the other since they are counter rotating. The effect
of the overall secondary flow within the blade passage was
more than expected. The overall secondary flow effect was
extremely evident in the higher Reynolds number flow since the
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clockwise rotating vortex was displaced over the blade
trailing edge next to the test section window. The appearance
of several weak vortices in the blade passage away from the
test section window during the higher Reynolds number surveys
is unexplained. If the sources of these vortices are the
inlet guide vanes then any conclusions drawn from the flow
within this cascade are facility specific. This would hold
true for this cascade and any other cascade that utilizes
inlet guide vanes to turn the upstream flow to a particular
flow angle.
Several recommendations are made for LDV equipment
procurement . The LDV system should be operated with a
collimator installed between the laser source and the
Colorburst. This will reduce the beam diameter of the
incoming laser beam and will result in increased power in the
fringes. The procurement and utilization of a set of probe
beam expanders is recommended. This would increase the power
in the fringes by an order of magnitude and consequently
increase the system's signal to noise ratio. Acquisition of
an IFA 750 digital burst correlator would decrease the time
required to obtain data and would simplify the data
acquisition process, but is not required.
Follow-up three -component LDV analysis of the weak
vortices that exist in the blade passage must be completed.
A finer grid of data points must be acquired and analyzed in
this region under the same tunnel conditions to verify the
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existence of these weak vortices. Subsequent upstream surveys
would need to be conducted to determine if the inlet guide
vanes are the sources of these vortices. Additional
downstream surveys need to be done at different axial stations
to map the migration of the endwall vortices downstream of the
trailing edges. The secondary flow in the blade passage also
needs to be mapped and attempts should be made to measure the
hypothesized three-dimensional reattachment of the leading
edge separation bubble [Ref . 15]
.
Further LDV data acquisition could be conducted at various
Reynolds numbers with the cascade in its current configuration
in an attempt to quantify any Reynolds number effects on the
flow characteristics.
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APPENDIX A. PNEUMATIC RAKE PROBE SOFTWARE
A. INTRODUCTION
Total and static pressure data were acquired using a 20
hole rake probe upstream and downstream of the controlled-
dif fusion blades. This 20 hole pneumatic rake probe covered
the entire ten inch span of the test section. The probe
design and calibration are described by Webber [Ref . 8] .
Information on boundary layer profiles, total pressure
gradients, and static pressure gradients was desired. The
pressure data were acquired and processed by a program named
ACQUIRE4 . The program was written in HP BASIC and was a
modification of ACQUIRE that was written by Classick [Ref. 9]
.
The major modifications included: Scanivalve port assignments
for the 20 hole pneumatic rake probe, utilization of one
Scanivalve for measurements, scanning only the Scanivalve
ports of interest for this work, and processing the data from
the Scanivalve ports of interest both numerically and
graphically. Webber completed further program modifications
in February 1993 to include: rake probe total pressure
printouts, addition of a test section Prandtl probe,
acquisition of plenum pressure and temperature data, addition
of a calibration polynomial to compute the flow angle the rake
probe was sensing, and axial velocity computation. ACQUIRE4
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utilizes a subprogram named SUBACQUIRE2 for Scanivalve
positioning and reading the digital voltmeter. SUBACQUIRE2 is
unchanged as written by Classick [Ref . 9]
.
1 . Program Execution
This section -will outline the steps required to run
ACQUIRE4 . It will also outline the ramifications of selecting
certain options available to the user during the execution of
ACQUIRE4 . The steps listed here in the program execution
subsection need to be followed in the order that they are
listed.
1. Equipment turn on and computer boot up procedures
remain the same as outlined by Classick [Ref. 9]
.
2. Press f5 corresponding to the soft key label LOAD.
See Figure Al for keyboard and soft key labels.
3
.
Type /CLASSICK/PR0GS/ACQUIRE4 between the
quotation marks and press RETURN. This establishes the path
from the root directory where the CLASSICK directory is
located to file ACQUIRE4 via the subdirectory PROGS.
4. Press f3 corresponding to the soft key label RUN.
The first prompt in the ACQUIRE4 program will appear. The
prompt will read, "NAME THE FILE FOR THE RAW DATA TO BE
COLLECTED FROM THE PROBE (S)". Utilize either letters or
numbers or both to name the raw data file. Use up to ten
characters for the file name. Do not use spaces or quotation
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Figure Al . Keyboard Diagram
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5. At the next prompt type in the scaled data file
name and press RETURN.
6. The program will now ask for the rake probe angle
from the horizontal. Enter the rake probe angle in degrees
and press ENTER.
7. The next prompt will ask for the atmospheric
pressure in inches of mercury. Type in the pressure, e.g.,
29.92. Press RETURN. Atmospheric pressure should remain
fairly constant throughout the duration of the rake probe
survey. In the unlikely event of a significant atmospheric
pressure change during a rake probe survey the atmospheric
pressure can be changed during program execution. To the
change the atmospheric pressure perform the following steps:
a. Press the STOP key next to the fl key.
b. Type Pbaro 3 0.00 to change from 29.92 to
30.00.
c. Press RETURN.
d. Press f2 corresponding to the soft key label
CONTINUE
.
8. The next prompt will ask for scan number and probe
position. Scan number is at the discretion of the user.
Probe position is the pitch distance along the traverse from
the origin in inches. Type in both numbers separated by a
comma and press RETURN. Each probe position should be
numbered sequentially. This is the station number and it must
be recorded by the user. The scan will begin after pressing
RETURN . Scanivalve positions 10 through 34 will be scanned.
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Positions 15 through 34 are for the rake probe. The other
five positions are for a Prandtl probe, atmospheric pressure,
calibration pressure, and plenum pressure. Table Al gives the
25 port assignments. During the scan a table of port,
voltage, and gauge pressure will be printed to the screen.
Below this table will be the temperature and atmospheric
pressure. This should be monitored as data are acquired in
order to recognize any obvious erroneous readings. Once the
scan is complete the software will normalize the 17 total
pressure ports with respect to the highest total pressure
reading acquired. A graph of Cp versus span distance will
then be plotted on the screen. This plot should also be
viewed for any erroneous data.
9
.
Once this plot is viewed press f 2 which
corresponds to the soft key label CONTINUE.
10. The next prompt will ask if the data are
acceptable. The fl soft key will now be labeled RECORD and
the f4 soft key will be labeled REPEAT. Selection of RECORD
will shuffle the rake probe raw and scaled data so the total
pressure readings are in consecutive order. Table A2 depicts
the new matrix column assignments. RECORD will also store the
shuffled data to the files named in steps four and five.
Selection of REPEAT will result in a prompt that will ask for
the new probe position. Enter the pitch distance from the
origin and press RETURN. The scan will be repeated.
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TABLE Al . SCANIVALVE PO"RT ASSIGNMENTS
Scanivalve Port Number Value Measured
10 Prandtl probe total
11 Prandtl probe static
12 atmospheric pressure
13 calibration pressure
14 plenum total pressure
15 rake probe total
16 rake probe total
17 rake probe total
ie rake probe total
19 rake probe total
20 rake probe total
21 rake probe total
22 rake probe total
23 rake probe static
24 rake probe yaw
25 rake probe yaw
26 rake probe total
27 rake probe total
28 rake probe total
29 rake probe total
30 rake probe total
31 rake probe total
32 rake probe total
33 rake probe total
34 rake probe total
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10 Prandtl probe total
11 Prandtl probe static
12 atmospheric pressure
13 calibration pressure
14 plenum total pressure
15 rake probe total
16 rake probe total
17 rake probe total
18 rake probe total
19 rake probe total
20 rake probe total
21 rake probe total
22 rake probe total
23 rake probe total
24 rake probe total
25 rake probe total
26 rake probe total
27 rake probe total
28 rake probe total
29 rake probe total
30 rake probe total
31 rake probe total
32 rake probe static
33 rake probe yaw
34 rake probe yaw
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11. The next option will be for the continuation or
termination of data collection. The fl soft key will now be
labeled END PRB DATA and the f4 soft key will be labeled GO
ON. Selection of END PRB DATA will result in the names of the
files which contain the stored raw and scaled data values to
be printed to the screen and will lead to the data
normalization options. When GO ON is selected the software
asks for the new probe position. Enter the new pitch distance
and press RETURN. Make certain that the probe is in the new
position prior to entering the pitch distance . Steps seven
through nine will be repeated for the new probe position.
12. Selection of END PRB DATA leads to a surface plot
or print option. Soft key fl is now labeled SURF and soft key
f4 is labeled PRINT. Selection of SURF leads to the surface
plot routine. Once SURF is selected the user cannot return to
the PRINT option . The SURF option is explained in step 14.
Selection of PRINT leads to a prompt for spanwise or pitchwise
normalization of the total pressure data.
13. Once PRINT is selected soft key fl will be
labeled SPAN and soft key f4 will be labeled PITCH. Selection
of SPAN results in the original scaled data matrix being
copied to a different variable name. Each row of the matrix
represents one scan of the rake probe at each pitchwise
position in the traverse. SPAN will normalize the total
pressure data for the rake probe at each pitchwise position
with respect to the highest total pressure recorded at each
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pitchwise position. The next prompt will ask for which
pitchwise station the user would like to print out. Enter the
station number and press RETURN. A table of data will be
dumped to the printer. After the data table is complete a
boundary layer profile plot will appear on the screen. Figure
A2 is an example of the spanwise normalization output. Press
the f2 soft key to dump this plot to the printer and continue
execution of the program. The next prompt will ask if the
user would like one of the following options: another
spanwise plot, pitchwise normalization, or quit the program.
The fl soft key is now labeled SPAN. The f3 soft key is
labeled PITCH. The f4 soft key is labeled QUIT. Selection of
SPAN loops back to the prompt asking for the station number to
be printed out. Selection of PITCH leads to the pitchwise
normalization routine. Selection of QUIT stops program
execution. Selection of PITCH from the SPAN/PITCH prompt or
the SPAN/PITCH/QUIT prompt once again copies the original
scaled data matrix to another variable name. Once PITCH is
selected the program cannot go or return to SPAN . During the
survey of several pitchwise stations the plenum pressure may
fluctuate. The SPAN option assumes a constant plenum pressure
for each scan of the probe since each spanwise scan takes less
than a minute. Pitchwise normalization must take into account
plenum pressure variation since the data is taken over a much
longer time interval. For pitchwise normalization the total
pressure data for each pitchwise station is normalized with
72
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Figure A2 . Example of the Output from the Spanwise
Normalization Option
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respect to the plenum pressure recorded at each corresponding
pitchwise station. The program will now prompt the user for
which total pressure port the user is requesting data. Enter
the port number and press RETURN. A table of pitch distance
versus Cp will now be dumped to the printer. After the data
table is complete a plot of the same data will appear on the
screen. This plot will depict pitchwise total pressure
gradients. Figure A3 is an example of the pitchwise
normalization output. Press the f2 soft key to dump the plot
to the printer and continue execution of the program. The
next prompt is for the termination of the pitchwise
normalization option or the input of another total pressure
port to be analyzed. The fl soft key will be labeled PITCH
and the f4 soft key will be labeled QUIT. Selection of PITCH
loops the program back to the total pressure port number
input. QUIT leads to another print option.
14. Selection of QUIT from the SPAN/PITCH/QUIT prompt
or the PITCH/QUIT prompt leads to an option of printing the
pitchwise static pressures. The fl soft key will be labeled
STATIC and the f4 soft key will be labeled QUIT. Selection of
STATIC results in a table of static pressure data being dumped
to the printer. Figure A4 is an example of the static
pressure output. QUIT leads to a surface plot print option.
15. After selecting QUIT from the STATIC/QUIT prompt
or after the printing of the static pressure data the program
reaches the last prompt. This is che surface plot option.
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Figure A3. Example of the Output from the Pitchwise
Normalization Option
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Pigure A4 . Example of Static Pressure Output
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The fl soft key will be labeled SURF and the f4 soft key will
be labeled QUIT. Selecting QUIT stops program execution.
Selection of SURF copies the original scaled data matrix to
another variable name. Total pressure readings at each
station along the traverse are normalized with respect to the
plenum pressure reading corresponding to that station. This
takes into account plenum pressure variation. The plenum
pressure normalized matrix is now searched for the greatest
value. All of the plenum pressure normalized values are now
normalized by this greatest value. A surface plot now appears
on the screen. This surface plot will depict total pressure
gradients in either the spanwise or pitchwise directions or
both. Figure A5 is an example of the surface plot output.




















Figure A5 . Example of Surface Plot Output
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Plot 1 = D : STATION 19 hl.BB IN.
Plot 2 = e : STATION 19 hi .33 IN.
Plot 3 = + : STATION 19 hl.67 IN.
























-12.098 6.000 24.800 42.800 60.000
Position Axis X (m)
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APPENDIX C. RAKE PROBE DATA TABULATION, REC=24 0000
A. UPSTREAM SPANWISE SURVEYS







































































































































































































































B. DOWNSTREAM SPANWISE SURVEYS














































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX D. LDV SYSTEM COMPARISON
System comparisons were completed comparing a two-
component standard optics system and a three- component fiber-
optic system. The standard optics system contains beam
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